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Student resilience cannot be embraced nor tackled with a one size fits all approach;
interventions, initiatives and ideas are vast, both in terms of scope and number. The
environment of the institution is relevant and consideration needs to be given to its location,
the demographics of its students, the social mobility profiles of students, internal structures
and so on.
How can we build resilience?
A range of approaches is required to build resilience in our students as they apply for
and secure their placement, but also once they are out on placement. We need to find a
balance between doing enough and doing too much for our students; over-support can
create a need for placement practitioners to do even more, thus harming efforts to develop
resilience. Reaching out to students requires resources in time, money and staff costs so it is
important to invest in developing resilience early to reduce the need for intervention later.
From students who abandon their placement search after one rejection who we need to
keep focussed and engaged, to those students with no previous work experience who may
stumble once in the workplace for the first time, we need to think about building their
resilience.
Start early
Dispel myths about placement, make sure your course documentation is clear about the
placement experience from the start of the application process to the end assessment
Manage student expectations. Talk to them about what actions they need to take to
secure a placement, and the effort required, as well as detailing how you will support
them; do this regularly and using a range of communication channels to do so
Build the topic of resilience into pre-existing sessions rather than highlight it separately so
that it becomes a positive skill to acquire and not a deficit to address

Actively practice resilience
Preparation for the workplace is key. Students will need to make the transition from
university to the workplace. As working life will be very different to student life and the
ability to be resilient to these differences is necessary; can you include role play or casebased scenarios in workshops or teaching prior to placement?
Student resilience psychometric tests are being used by some institutions and their use is
likely to increase
Develop the reflective practice element of placement assessment and incorporate
resilience for example, include some focus on encouraging students to reflect on what
didn’t go well and what they would do differently in the future in a similar situation
Learn from others’ resilience
Use role models who have faced difficulties, survived and excelled. Alumni, recent
graduates, peers and returning students can be highly inspirational and offer realistic
insights into their pathways to success. Entrepreneurs may be especially valuable here, as
the need to keep going and deal with failure is normal
Capture the experiences of returning placement students as case studies, both written
and multimedia to share with future students
Discuss dealing with failure
Encourage students to apply for roles and support them in how to handle rejections
Advise students on how to request feedback from employers following unsuccessful
interviews and assessment centres, and act on that feedback
Discuss failure with students; this can aid understanding that failure is normal. Academic
achievement may not translate into workplace success
Thanks to those who attended the Spring 2017 ASET Regional Hubs whose discussion and
ideas informed this Viewpoint.
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